
Developing Distance Learning 
Modules Focused on GAP/IPM with a 
Focus on Fall Armyworm Mitigation
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Module 7: Pesticides for Fall 
Armyworm Control
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The Hazards and Risks 
Associated with Pesticides
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Contact details

• Facilitator / trainer to add contact details here
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Hazard vs. Risk

• A shark can be seen as a hazard
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Hazard vs. Risk

• But if you don’t go
swimming in the ocean
there is no risk
associated with a shark
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Hazard vs. Risk

Hazard Risk

Note to Trainer Slide 7:
Only once you enter the water to swim is there a risk
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A potential hazard?

Note to Trainer Slide 8:
Is a pickup truck a potential hazard? Why? What would make the pickup truck a risk?
(Getting in and driving it).
Ask the participants if the pickup truck is a risk, if it stays parked next to your house
all the time.
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Now it becomes a risk

Note to Trainer Slide 9:
The pickup only becomes a risk once you get in and drive it, if it never moves it is a
potential hazard, but is not a risk to the farmer.
Ask the participants what additional factors might increase the risk associated with
driving the pickup. Get them to list the risks on a flipchart.
(Traffic, weather, day/night driving, drinking before driving, speeding/being in a
hurry, poor eyesight, not having a driving licence, condition of the road, overloading,
old tyres etc.).
Would transporting a pesticide increase the risk?
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All pesticides are a potential 
hazard

Note to Trainer Slide 10:
Pesticides are designed to kill pests. Therefore all pesticides are potentially a hazard.
If the pesticide stays on the shelf of the agro dealer it can never become a risk to the
farmer.
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Pesticide risk

• Once a pesticide is used it becomes a risk

Note to Trainer Slide 11:
As soon as a farmer uses a pesticide it becomes a risk.
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Facilitator

• Ask a participant to list actions or
circumstances that will increase risk while
using a pesticide –

• Alternatively divide into groups and get groups
to report back on their lists
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Facilitator

• Increase in risk when spraying a pesticide:

Inadequate PPE (list PPE components?); not reading
the label; having children or other people present;
animals present; spraying in strong wind; spraying in
the rain; not observing a re-entry interval if present on
the label; wrong stage of the crop; spray operator
physically tired; equipment faulty (list what faults
could be present?); pregnant women should never
handle pesticides; drinking, eating or smoking during
application; spillage.

Note to Trainer Slide 13:
What did the participants list that is not on the list above?
Risk is not only human risk – what environmental risks are there? What
environmental risks did the participants list?
All the listed risks are things that can be changed or manipulated to REDUCE risk.
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How is toxicity measured?

• When a new insecticide active ingredient is
discovered its toxicity is researched

• To do this a rat is normally fed the active
ingredient, or exposed to it in some other way.

• The rat then acts as the “model organism” so
that the result can be extrapolated to humans
and other mammals
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Toxicity measurements

• Oral: In this test the active ingredient is fed to
rats in order to determine what dosage kills the
rat

• Dermal: In this test the active ingredient is
applied to the skin of the animal (usually a
guinea pig) to determine which dosage will kill
the animal being tested

• Inhalation: The test animal is exposed to air
borne active ingredient to determine at which
concentration in the air being breathed the
animal will be killed

Note to Trainer Slide 15:
Compare this to the exposure routes discussed in the presentations on PPE and
exposure routes.
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Other toxicity measurements

• Other toxicity measurements include:
• Teratogenicity: Does the active ingredient affect the 

unborn foetus?
• Carcinogenicity: Does the active ingredient cause 

cancers in adult animals?
• Eye irritation
• Skin sensitization
• Reproduction
• Mutagenicity: Does the active ingredient cause 

mutations in the animals genes?

Note to Trainer Slide 16:
A variety of animals are used for these tests, including rats, mice, dogs, rabbits.
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How is toxicity measured?

• The measure that is obtained is referred to as the 
LD50

• LD50 is the dosage of the active ingredient that will 
kill 50% of the population tested when fed to the 
population

• It is usually quoted as LD50 per kg body mass
• If a LD50 is give as:

• Oral: 55 mg/kg

• This means that 55 mg of the active, fed to a group 
of 1 kg animals, will kill it 50% of the animals

• If the animals all weigh 10 kg then 550 mg would 
be needed to kill 50% of the animals
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Toxicity: Actives and 
formulations

• The active ingredient toxicity and the toxicity of 
the active ingredient in the actual formulation 
that is applied for insect control can differ, and 
normally both are tested and determined
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FORMULATION TOXICITY

FORMULATION LD50 mg/kg

Active ingredient in organic solvent. = 139
Active ingredient in an aqueous suspension. > 5,000

ULV 15 g/l = 2,366
EC 15 g/l = 4,000

WP 25 g/kg > 5,000
DP 2 g/kg > 15,000

SC 25 g/l = 40,000

Note to Trainer Slide 19:
As can be seen here for a certain active ingredient, the toxicity can vary greatly 
depending on the type of pesticide formulation, and the concentration of the active 
ingredient in the formulation.



Most toxic AI?

• Measured as mg/kg body weight for LD50
• For regulatory studies based on rats

• Aldicarb? (Temik)
• 1 mg/kg
• Temik

• Pogonomyrmex harvester ants
• Venom (they sting)
• 0,12 mg/kg (mice)

Note to Trainer Slide 20:
Aldicarb is one of the most toxic active ingredients, as was used as a granular soil
applied product for the control of certain insect pests in various crops and for the
control of nematodes.
It is no longer used in most countries, and is banned in most due to its high toxicity.
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Despite all precautions 
someone has been exposed to 

a pesticide

• Immediately remove all clothing that has been
contaminated with pesticide

• Wash any affected skin thoroughly with soap
and clean water

• If the eyes were affected, wash them in clean
running water for at least 15 minutes
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What happens when someone 
has been exposed?

• In most cases when a problem occurs and
someone has been exposed to a pesticide (or
something else goes wrong during pesticide
use), the first reaction is to:

• 1) Blame the insecticide

• 2) Blame the company manufacturing the
pesticide

• 3) Blame the agro dealer that sold the pesticide

Note to Trainer Slide 22:
Does the audience feel this is a true reflection of how things happen?
The scenario sketched here is all too familiar for pesticide (agrochemical)
manufacturers and dealers.
When such incidents are investigated it is almost always an issue with incorrect
application, incorrect dosages employed, incorrect use of equipment, incorrect use
of PPE etc.
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Let’s compare this to…..

• I have a Toyota pickup

• On Friday afternoon I drink 6 beers while
visiting with friends

• I then drive home

• On the way home I have an accident and kill a
child playing next to the road

• Ask participants where the blame lies

Note to Trainer Slide 23:
In most cases participants will blame the driver for drinking and driving. When this
situation has something to do with pesticides the blame often falls on Toyota, even if
the farmer has used the product incorrectly.
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Al pesticides are potentially 
harmful…

• You have to use them correctly
• You have to read and adhere to the label

instructions
• Your equipment must be maintained in good

working order
• Your PPE must be in place!
• There is no excuse if these simple steps are

not followed and there are adverse reactions
(poisonings, environmental damage, crop
damage or loss etc.)
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What insecticides and insecticide 
classes are farmers likely to encounter 

when controlling FAW in Africa?

• The reality is that most insecticides that
farmers will encounter in Africa are based on
older, normally cheaper, but potentially more
harmful chemistries

• Ask the farmers to list which insecticides they
know about (tradename and/or active
ingredient) – flipchart

• Ask them what they know about the toxicity of
the various listed products

Note to Trainer Slide 25:
Please note that older chemistries can still be very effective against FAW, and if used
correctly, with proper PPE as stipulated on most labels, should be acceptable for use,
especially seeing that they will probably be cheaper than other alternative
pesticides.
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Most common pesticide 
classes available

• Organophosphates and carbamates

• Pyrethroids

• Neonicotinoids (chloronicotinyls)

Note to Trainer Slide 26:
These 3 classes are those that farmers in Africa will most likely be exposed to, or use 
in their farming activities.
Ask the participants to list some pesticides they know from each class.
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Major insecticide classes and 
their hazard/risk

• ORGANOPHOSPHATES (and CARBAMATES)
• Headache, dizziness, weakness, shaking, nausea,

stomach cramps, diarrhea, sweating
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Major insecticide classes and 
their hazard/risk

• PYRETHROIDS
• Stinging, burning sensation on the skin, particularly

around the mucus membranes (nose, eyes, mouth)
• Symptoms similar to an allergic reaction, runny

nose

Note to Trainer Slide 28:
Ask the participants what pyrethroids they know.
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Major insecticide classes and 
their hazard/risk

• NEONICOTINOIDS / CHLORONICOTINYLS
• Skin or eye irritation, dizziness, breathlessness,

confusion, vomiting
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Thank You!
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